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Abstract—Imaging system for high-precision 3D map on agri-
culture using UAVs was developed. The system was based on
safe and easy UAVs with a ground station application which
designed to be the interface between a human operator and the
UAVs to carry out mission planning, flight command activation,
and real-time flight monitoring. Based on the navigation data,
and the way-points generated by the ground station, the UAVs
could be automatically navigated to the desired waypoints and
hover around each waypoint to collect field image data. By
taking only low-resolution image, the proposed system is able
to reduce the payload and increase the flight time of the UAVs.
The input images then transform into higher-resolution image
using reference images, taken by field server or ground-based
device, via super-resolution techniques which is able to reduce
blurring, blocking, and ringing artifacts especially in edge areas.
Finally, we construct high-precision 3D map which proven having
error of a millimeter order of magnitude. Our experiment result
show that the input low-resolution can be transform into high-
resolution image and effective to construct high-precision 3D
map. The result indicate that the proposed system provides a
reliable method of sensing agricultural field with high-precision
3D map.
Index Terms—UAV, Aerial image, Sparse representation, Mon-
itoring, Agriculture, Super-resolution, Phenotyping, 3D Images
I. INTRODUCTION
The use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in agriculture
has increased in recent years due to problems of manual
breeding methods in agriculture, which are laborious, time-
consuming, unreliable, and often impossible to implement [1]–
[5]. For example, high-frequency time series data are almost
impossible to obtain without the use of a UAV. Moreover,
large-scale, hilly landscapes make it impractical to manually
analyze each tree individually using hand-held or ground-
based devices. The use of UAVs can overcome such limita-
tions, and UAV imaging offers advantages in terms of high-
resolution data and precise 3D imaging.
Examples of some of the advantages offered by the use
of UAVs over traditional field-based monitoring methods are
listed in Table I. UAV imaging can efficiently provide high-
frequency time series data, whereas aircraft and satellite sys-
tems are very complicated and their use requires arrangements
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF AGRICULTURAL MONITORING SYSTEMS (© = SUPERIOR,
4 = AVERAGE, × = POOR).
Method Hand-held Ground-based UAV Aircraft Satellite
Frequency × 4 © 4 ×
Coverage × × 4 © ©
Cost © 4 © × ×
User friendly © 4 © × ×
Resolution © © 4 4 ×
be made in advance. Hand-held and ground-based devices
have short preparation times but require long execution times.
In terms of coverage, aircraft and satellites perform well
because they can rapidly image several hectares in area,
but they produce low-resolution images. In contrast, UAVs
can provide better resolution as they have adjustable flight
altitudes. Although hand-held and ground-based devices can
provide the best resolution because they can observe parts
of plants in detail, they cannot be used for large area and
coverage or to produce high-frequency time series data. UAVs
also require lower expenditures than aircraft or satellite as
UAV sensors are much cheaper. As a UAV can be operated
autonomously, control by the end user is much simpler. These
advantages make UAV utilization in agricultural monitoring
quite useful by offering a new perspective from which to
monitor the ground with high precision [6].
The main problems in constructing 3D high-resolution maps
using UAV images are flight-time limitations and image qual-
ity from the target object. Taking aerial images of a large
field will consume a large amount of time, and to reduce
time consumption, it is necessary to set an optimum height for
UAV flight. However, maximizing the height, which increase
the viewing perspective of the UAV and thus potentially
reduces the flight time, reduces the optical detail of a target
object. Therefore, it is necessary to use a super-resolution (SR)
technique to obtain higher-resolution, high-precision images of
target objects.
Higher-resolution image also means higher payload for the
UAV, because it needs bigger bandwidth to transfer the image
data to the local workstation. By using only low-resolution
image from the UAV, we can reduce the payload of the UAV
which also means increasing the flight time of the UAV. The
input low-resolution is captured by the UAV, then downloaded
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Fig. 1. Proposed system to support High-Precision Agriculture Using UAV and Field Server
to operator’s smartphone and sent to server. This mechanism
also enable the user to control many fields remotely. Soon
after, it transform into higher-resolution using SR techniques
which proposed in our paper [7]. Finally, we construct 3D
image using SfM algorithm [8].
Field Server (FS) systems [9]–[12] can be used for ground-
based monitoring via a series of small sensor nodes equipped
with a Web server that can be accessed via the Internet
and communicate, unlike traditional sensor nodes, through a
wireless LAN over a high-speed transmission network. An FS
system can be easily installed for remotely monitoring field
information anywhere. By including the functionality of a Web
server in each module, an FS system can collectively manage
each module over the Internet, producing high-resolution im-
ages that can be used as training images for an SR algorithm.
In this paper, we develop a framework to construct high-
precision 3D map for agriculture using UAVs and FS (or
ground-based device). We propose the use of low-resolution
image taken by UAVs to reduce the payload of the UAVs,
and transform it into higher-resolution using proposed SR
technique. Finally, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed system in reconstructing 3D map. The proposed
system is shown in Fig. 1.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an
explanation of the proposed system. Section 3 discusses the
results of our experiments and analysis. Section 4 shows the
effectiveness of the proposed system to construct 3D map.
Finally, in section 5 we present our conclusions.
II. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In this section, the proposed system is explained. The
proposed system have 4 main components which discussed
in the following subsection. The flowchart of the proposed
system is illustrated in the Fig. 2.
A. Initialize Environment
Before collecting the data, the initialization of the environ-
ment is necessary, including setting the spatial resolution, for-
mation path, and creating waypoints that considered altitude,
latitude, longitude, the distance of every turning point, flight
speed, and etc. Spatial resolution was the first variable to be
considered because it largely determines how much detail can
be interpreted from the final image and how many images
need to be obtained. Spatial resolution can be defined as how
much area is represented by a pixel on the image sensor. The
spatial resolution used must be large or small enough to meet
the objectives of the application requirements. There are two
major factors that influence spatial resolution. One is flying
height and the other is the focal length of the sensor. The






Where Res is the spatial resolution; Spixel is the pixel size
of the image sensor; H f is the flying height and f is the lens
focal length. The ratio of f/H f can be defined as image scale,
which is the distance between two points on an image to the
actual distance between the same two points on the ground.
It can be seen from Eq. 1 that the higher the UAV flies, the
less ground resolution there will be, using the same image
sensor. Similarly, the shorter the focal length, the higher the
resolution is. Normally, the resolution and focal length have
been selected before a flight. Therefore, Eq. 1 can be used
to determine the required flying height to produce the desired
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Fig. 2. Proposed System Flowchart
resolution. For example, if the focal length is 4.5 mm, the pixel
size is 3.12 µm and the expected resolution is 50 mm, then the
flying height will be 72 m.
Once the resolution, flying height and the interested area
to be captured have been established, the desired lines of
flight and the position of the waypoints can be determined.
Flight lines are normally orientated in a north-south or east-
west direction and are usually parallel to each other. To collect
images for the desired area on the ground, the UAV flies along
the entire length of one strip, then move to the next flight
line without changing heading and flies backwards along the
entire length of the next adjoining flight line. This procedure
is repeated until the desired ground area has been completely
covered.
The initialization step also need to determine the formation
path, and decide whether it use one, two, or more UAVs to
take the image. The formation flight is able to optimize the 3D
image result because it can take the image in many different
angles. The demo of formation flight is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Fig. 3. Flight formation testing using 2 UAVs.
B. Image Acquisition
There are two types of images acquired in the system:
from UAV (low-resolution image) and from field server or
ground-based device (high-resolution image). For UAV image,
there are many components that need to be set such as image
overlapping, camera direction, camera angle.
To map a large field with the UAV system, requires a
series of images to be taken along each of the multiple flight
lines. To guarantee coverage without gaps throughout the field
of interest, the images must contain enough overlaps. Aerial
image overlap is the amount by which one image includes
the area covered by another image, and is expressed as a
percentage. Overlap normally contains two types of overlap
along two directions: forward overlap and lateral overlap. The
forward overlap is the common image area on consecutive
images along a flight strip. The lateral overlap encompasses the
overlapping areas of images between adjacent flight lines. Fig.
4 illustrates the forward overlap and lateral overlap between
two flight lines. In order to cover as much as possible of
the area with the minimum number of images taken by the
UAV system, it is necessary to investigate appropriate overlap
values.
Fig. 4. Aerial image overlapping [14]
To support the formation flight, we also develop automatic
shutter for multiple camera which will be installed in each
UAV. The illustration is shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Camera and gimbal which installed in the UAV
C. Super-resolution Technique
The SR algorithm constructs high-resolution images from
low-resolution ones. Several methods have been proposed to
improve the quality and reduce the computational complexity
of SR [15]. The SR algorithm is divided into single and
multiple SR. The single SR algorithm constructs an improved
image using the parametric image model and prior knowl-
edge/dictionary, whereas the multiple SR algorithm relies on
the number of pictures taken as input.
There are many challenges in improving the SR algorithm.
In the proposed system, we use a super-resolution algorithm
based on adaptive sparse representation via multiple dictionar-
ies for images taken by Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) [7].
The super-resolution attainable through the proposed algorithm
can increase the precision of 3D reconstruction from UAV
images, enabling the production of high-resolution images for
constructing high-frequency time series and for high-precision
digital mapping in agriculture. The basic idea is to use a field
server or ground-based camera to take training images and
then construct multiple pairs of dictionaries based on selective
sparse representations to reduce instability during the sparse
coding process. The dictionaries are classified on the basis of
the edge orientation into five clusters: 0, 45, 90, 135, and non-
direction. The SR algorithm is expected to reduce blurring,
blocking, and ringing artifacts especially in edge areas.
D. 3D Reconstruction
Creating a 3D map with a UAV has become recently popular
[16]. A well-known algorithm for this purpose is Structure-
from-Motion (SfM) by Furukawa et al. [8]. This algorithm
is advantageous to reconstruct and estimate 3D structure from
2D images without any depth information from another sensor
such as LiDAR. Using SfM, we only need to rely on the
camera and ground control points to construct a 3D image.
The future is wide open for the development of more
sophisticated techniques that can recognize known objects or
patterns. These advances will help enhance the entire process
and make it faster. Currently, we used the GPU, which can
modify the process to be even more efficient by replicating
image processing tasks and performing many processes in
parallel.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To confirm the efficiency of the proposed system, we
conducted several experiments. The analysis of these ex-
periments is divided into two subsections: quantitative and
qualitative analyses. All experiments were conducted using
Matlab R2012b on Win 8.1 64-bit (Intel Core i7@3.2GHz,
8GB). The images used in the experiment were taken at
Kazusa DNA Research Institute, Chiba, Japan, red clover tree
phenotyping field.
The image dataset consisted of two sub-datasets: training
and testing. The training dataset was obtained using a hand-
held camera, as shown in Fig. 6. The testing dataset was
taken using DJI Phantom 2, as shown in Fig. 7, with an
original size of 1280× 720 pixels. However, to simplify the
process, we divided the image into 320× 180 pixel sub-
images. In total, we used 300 YCbCr color testing images,
as shown in Fig. 8. To conduct the experiment, we enhanced
the luminance components (Y) while enhancing the other
components using bicubic interpolation. Each resulting image
channel was combined to produce a final color image.
Fig. 6. Samples of training images taken by hand-held digital camera.
Fig. 7. Images A-D show sample testing images taken by UAV (DJI Phantom
2).
In the experiments, we obtained images by downsampling
and blurring the original images and then enlarging using
different methods to 3× magnification. We compared the
effectiveness of seven methods: nearest neighbor, bilinear,
bicubic, Yang et al. [17], Kim et al. [18], Zeyde et al. [19],
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Fig. 8. YCbCr color components. A) Original color image, B) Y component,
C) Cb component, D) Cr component.
and the proposed method. The algorithms associated with
these vary in nature; therefore, in order to produce objective
comparisons, all parameters used in the training and testing
had to be similar. However, no specific parameter needed to
be used for the conventional interpolation methods.
Our proposed method uses 3×3 patches with no overlapping
pixels and five pairs of dictionaries. The algorithm of Yang
et al. [17] uses 5×5 patches with a 4-pixels patch overlap
and a single pair of dictionaries with 1024 atoms with back-
projection. The algorithm of Zeyde et al. [19] uses 3×3
patches with 2-pixels patch overlap and a single pair of dictio-
naries with 1000 atoms. As mentioned above, these algorithms
have different characteristics, and therefore obtaining objective
comparisons required that all parameters used in training and
testing were similar to those recommended in the respective
literature.
A. Quantitative Analysis
Methods for measuring the peak signal-to-noise ration
(PSNR) [20], structural similarity (SSIM) [21], feature simi-
larity (FSIM) [22], and elapsed time were used for quantitative
measurement. The PSNR in decibels (dB) between the original
image and the upscaled image is given by [20]. SSIM is
a method that measures the quality of images based on the
structural content of the original and magnified images. FSIM
is based on the fact that the human visual system processes an
image mainly in terms of its low-level features. Two features
are considered in FSIM computation: the primary feature, i.e.,
phase congruency (PC), which is a dimensionless measure
of a local structures significance; and the secondary feature,
i.e., the image gradient magnitude. FSIM combines both of
these features to characterize the local quality of an image.
Higher values of PSNR, SSIM, and FSIM indicate better
quality. CPU time was computed using Matlab functions (tic
and toc) to measure the elapsed time for a certain process.
All measurements used only the luminance channel (Y) to
simplify and objectively calculate the error.
Table II lists the average values from four measurements,
with the best values shown in bold. These result confirm
that our proposed method clearly out-performs other methods
in terms of PSNR, SSIM, and FSIM. Our method obtains
a PSNR value of 25.847 dB, which is at least 11% higher
than the other methods. Our proposed method also obtains an
SSIM value higher by at least 14% than the other methods.
In terms of FSIM, our methods outperforms the others by
at least 6%. However, it should be noted that PSNR is not
suitable for measuring the quality of bicubic and bilinear,
as the quantitative and qualitative analysis for both methods
produced some anomalies.
Although our proposed method does not provide the lowest
computational time, it is still far better in this respect than
Yang et al.’s algorithm [17]. Zeyde et al. [19] produced
the lowest computational time in our experiments, while our
method competes competitively with Kim et al. [18] with a
less than 1 s differential. In future applications and research,
the use of a graphics processing unit (GPU) application should
offer the opportunity to decrease the computational time of the
proposed method.
Nearest neighbor, bilinear, and bicubic were all excluded
from the time evaluation as these had salient differences
in nature to the proposed and other methods; these con-
ventional methods are simple interpolators that do not use
prior information or any learning processes. Moreover, their
implementations use Matlab built-in functions, making the
comparison unfair as these implement the optimization process
automatically.
B. Qualitative Analysis
To evaluate the proposed method in terms of visual results,
we conducted experiments using 3× magnified images to
compare the proposed method to the other five methods:
bilinear, bicubic, Kim et al. [18], Yang et al. [17], and Zeyde
et al. [19].
Fig. 9 shows a sample of the experimental results. Our
method clearly produces sharper and smoother edges and is
able to clearly construct the details of a scene. The other
methods all produced images with some artifacts, especially
in the line and tree areas, while bicubic and bilinear also
produced blurring effects in the enlarged image. Although
Yang’s and Zeyde’s methods generate sharp edge, they still
suffer from some noise and produce undesired smoothing. By
contrast, Kim’s method produces too strong of an edge, with
unrealistic results.
Fig. 9 also shows the differences between the original
images and the results produces by the respective methods.
It is seen that our proposed method has the least amount
of difference from the original image, which means that the
proposed method has produces the least amount of artifacts,
as it can clearly reconstruct edges better than the other
algorithms.
IV. APPLICATION TO 3D RECONSTRUCTION
High-resolution imaging is necessary in the construction of
high-precision 3D images; correspondingly, the resolution of
the input image affects the quality of the 3D reconstruction
precision. However, we propose the use of low-resolution
image to reduce the payload of the UAV. In this section,
we describe an application of our proposed system in 3D
reconstruction and then compare it with the other methods.
In this experiment, a DJI Phantom 2 UAV was used to
take aerial images of boxes in a field oriented at differing
angles, directions, and heights. We use only one UAV because
the multiple UAVs are still in the development stage. Before
collecting the images, we created a flight plan that considered
altitude, latitude, longitude, the distance of each turning point,
and flight speed. The UAV periodically collected images
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF THE AVERAGE QUANTITATIVE RESULTS PRODUCED BY PSNR, SSIM, AND FSIM FOR 3× MAGNIFICATION (BOLD FONT INDICATES THE
BEST VALUES).
Methods PSNR SSIM FSIM Time
Nearest neighbor 22.762±3.85 0.637±0.12 0.736±0.06 -
Bilinear 23.243±3.91 0.650±0.12 0.767±0.06 -
Bicubic 23.361±3.93 0.663±0.12 0.779±0.06 -
Kim et al. [18] 23.205±3.93 0.674±0.11 0.789±0.06 5.568±1.83
Yang et al. [17] 23.213±3.93 0.673±0.11 0.795±0.05 67.189±4.78
Zeyde et al. [19] 23.328±3.93 0.677±0.11 0.794±0.05 0.669±0.04
Proposed 25.847±4.35 0.768±0.09 0.845±0.05 6.290±1.15
Fig. 9. Results of experiment for 3× magnification (uppercase for color image, lowercase for difference image): A-a) Bilinear, B-b) Bicubic, C-c) Kim et al.
[18], D-d) Yang et al. [17], E-e) Zeyde et al. [19], F-f) The proposed method.
Fig. 10. Flight experimental procedure.
from different angles in order to create 3D images. Only
one operator was required to oversee the autonomous flight
because the equipment was configured and the UAV can run in
fully autonomous mode using defined parameters (e.g., sensors
and flight plan). The flight procedure is show in Fig. 10.
The UAV was set to take original image with size 1280
× 720. Then, we created test image by downsampling the
original image into size 430 × 260, and later enlarged it
using the proposed SR technique. Next, we implemented the
Structure from Motion (SfM) algorithm developed by the
authors of [8] on a PC (Windows 8.1, 64-bit; CPU: Intel
Core i7- 4790, RAM: 32 GB, GPU: GeForce TX780). SfM
employs the phenomenon by which humans can recover a
3D structure from a projected 2D (retinal) motion field of
a moving object or scene, finding correspondence between
images by searching them for features that can be recognized
from different angles and distances and matching them in a
manner similar to rotating pieces of a jigsaw puzzle until the
best match is found. As in a puzzle, the more images that
can be sorted and matched, the better the 3D model that can
be achieved. The 3D dense cloud image we constructed from
various methods is shown in Fig. 11.
Table III lists the result produces by particular methods
from matching points with original images. Using a SIFT
algorithm, we extracted the feature points from each image
and aligned the matching points. The results show that our
proposed method produced the highest number of matching
points of all of the methods.
Finally, we measured the height and width of each box
and then calculated the error by comparing these to the real
scale, with the best result indicated by the lowest error value.
The height of box A was used as the scale reference to
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Fig. 11. Results of 3D image reconstruction: (A) Sample of 2D image, (B) From test image, (C) From original image, (D) From the proposed method, (E)
From bilinear, (F) From bicubic
TABLE III
RESULTS OF MATCHING POINTS BETWEEN ORIGINAL IMAGES AND
PARTICULAR METHODS.
Camera angle
Methods 30o 45o 90o
Bilinear 488 976 727
Bicubic 598 1213 844
Proposed method 1812 2708 2068
determine the dimensions of the other boxes. The observed
measurements were calculated by taking six sample pairs of
points and determining the average distances of each pair using
the Euclidian distance measure. The measurement results are
listed in Table IV. In the case where the width of box A is
10m, it is seen that our proposed method can decrease the
measurement error to a millimeter order of magnitude, while
other methods have at least an approximate 11cm error. Some
results for the bilinear method could not be calculated owing
to bad reconstruction results.
In the case where the imaging was performed from a height
of 5m, the original image has the highest precision, even better
than the proposed method. However, the proposed method can
still keep its measurement error lower than the other methods,
and it has the least error in measuring the width of box A.
In the case where imaging occurred from 10m, we found
that the proposed system produced an error even lower than
that of the original image - a striking result. The greater height
of the UAV meant that images with lower detail, or lower
amount of pixels per centimeter (PPCM), were produced. In
this case, an image taken from 10m has around 1 PPCM,
while one taken from 5m has around 2 PPCM. Based on this,
we know that the images from 10m suffered at least twice the
noise of the 5m image, and the results prove that our proposed
method is able to recover test images, reinsert high-frequency
details, and repair some of the inconsistency in edges owing
to a lowered PPCM.
Bigger, well-shaped objects are easy to reconstruct. In
this experiment, we used boxes, not trees, to simplify the
experiment. However, in the future we will attempt to conduct
real field phenotyping. We note that the lowest error was
achieved by our proposed method in calculating the width of
box A, which did this with an accuracy within a millimeter
order of magnitude. However, for smaller dimensions such as
the height of C or the width of B, it will be harder to obtain
accurate measurements.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In order to provide more reliable of the agriculture image
collection, a UAV based system for high-precision 3D map
was studied. The UAV is equipped with a user friendly ground
station application which designed to be the interface between
a human operator and the UAV to carry out mission planning,
flight command activation, and real-time flight monitoring.
Based on the navigation data, and the way-points generated by
the ground station, the UAV could be automatically navigated
to the desired waypoints and hover around each waypoint to
collect field image data. By so doing, the aerial images at each
point could be captured automatically.
Using only low-resolution, we are able to reduce the payload
of the UAV in order to increase the flight time of UAV. The
system was tested and proven that it can achieved error of
a millimeter order of magnitude. The UAV imaging system
developed here offers enhanced capabilities in dealing with
agricultural remote sensing needs because, unlike traditional
remote sensing systems, it has good spatiotemporal capabili-
ties. When combined with other appropriate sensors like field
server, the UAV imaging system has further promise as an
agricultural remote sensing platform.
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TABLE IV
3D MEASUREMENT RESULTS. THE MEASUREMENT IS DETERMINED BY AVERAGING THE DISTANCE OF SIX PAIRS OF POINT’S SAMPLE AND ERROR IS THE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN REAL AND OBSERVED MEASUREMENT (A∗ IS USED AS SCALE REFERENCE AND BOLD FONT INDICATE AS THE BEST VALUE.)
Height (cm) Width (cm)
UAV’s Height Methods A∗ B C A B C
Real scale 61 47 25 101 24 32
5m Original 61 45.25 (-1.75) 22.76 (-2.24) 106.34 (+5.34) 22.94 (-1.06) 32.27 (+0.27)
Proposed 61 42.83 (-4.17) 20.45 (-4.55) 105.82 (+4.82) 20.34 (-3.66) 30.26 (-1.74)
Bicubic 61 41.03 (-5.97) 16.94 (-8.06) 107.54 (+6.54) 20.25 (-3.75) 25.98 (-6.02)
Bilinear 61 38.93 (-8.07) 17.32 (-7.68) − − −
10m Original 61 40.71 (-6.29) 20.68 (-4.32) 107.69 (+6.69) 16.73 (-7.27) 26.37 (-5.63)
Proposed 61 45.78 (-1.22) 28.13 (+3.13) 100.37 (-0.63) 17.88 (-6.12) 28.84 (-3.16)
Bicubic 61 40.95 (-6.05) 17.98 (-7.02) 89.73 (-11.27) 12.09 (-11.91) 15.01 (-16.99)
Bilinear 61 35.18 (-11.82) − 115.95 (+14.95) 15.06 (-8.94) −
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